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Eastern European 
Liquor Collection

Beer
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Okocim Pilsner  5.6% Poland 
Litra – Pale Ale  5.3%  
Litra – Vienna Style Lager  4.7%  
Litra – Bohemian Pilsner  5.0%  
Litra – Rocket IPA  7.0%  
Litra – Lucky Porter   7.0%  
Tea Sangria 

Moldova

Litra – Tyask Cuvee Blanc   8.0% Moldova 
Tamplier – Pale Lager   5.1% Czech 
Zlato Prazske – Dark Lager   4.7% Czech 
Rinks – PIlsner   3.8% Lithuania 
Rinks – Black Ale   4.2% Lithuania 
Zhigulevskoe – Live Pale Lager   5.4% Lithuania 
A.Le Coq – Imperial Gold   4.8% Estonia 
A.Le Coq – Porter  6.5% Estonia 
Robert Doms – Munich-Style Lager  4.0% Ukraine 
Poltava Bochkovoe – Pale Lager   5.4%  Ukraine 
Samarskoe – Pale Lager   6.0% Russia 
Sibirskaya – Korona Gold   5.3%  Russia
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Russian Imperial Stout 12 oz 
Steel Rail Extra Pale Ale 16 oz 
Inhopnito American IPA 16 oz 
Coffeehouse Porter 16 oz 
Shabadoo Black & Tan 16 oz 
Gold Spike Kolsch Ale 16 oz 
Hoosac Tunnel Amber Ale 12 oz 
Lost Sailor IPA 12 oz 
Busker Czech-Style Pilsner 12 oz 
Cabin Fever Ale 12 oz
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Local Beer Selection
South Deerfield, MA



Red Wine

Cricova – Codru 

“Codru” blend of Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot, dry red wine, part of the Prestige 
wine collection. This is a sophisticated wine, perfectly balanced, with the scent of 
violets and ripe cherries, dense and rich flavor, with notes of black currant and prunes. 
The wine was aged in oak barrels for at least 12 months.

Castel Mimi – Cabernet Sauvignon 

The bouquet of this Cabernet Sauvignon is intense, rich, with notes of dried plums, 
cinnamon, chocolate, and a slightly spicy finish. Grapes are harvested by hand and the 
wine is made according to traditional and modern winemaking techniques. Aged in 
new French oak for 8 months.

Fautor – Merlot/Rara Neagra  

The wine is of intense ruby color. Dominated by flavors of well-ripen cherries, forest 
black berries, blackberries and rustic shades. The taste is smooth and delicate with soft 
tannins and cherry sensations on the finish.

Cricov Orasul Subteran – Rara Neagra 

Rara Neagra is the grape variety that feels perfect in Moldovan terroir. With vanilla, 
truffles and berries on the nose, the wine distinguishes itself by fruity taste  
and moderate astringency.

Gitana – Lupi 

The bouquet is intense, rich, with hints of mixed berries with vanilla aroma, as well as 
shades of chocolate, coffee beans, and licorice.  Vigorous and robust, well-structured, 
full-bodied and well balanced. An intense and complex taste with powerful tannins, 
and a pre-long after-taste that amplifies its elegance. Oily with marked aromas of black 
fruit, ripe plum, cassis and blackberry. Aged in oak for at least two years.

$18 $34 —

$19 $35 —

$15 $28 $8

$13 $24 $7

$30 $50 $17

Red Wine

Gitana Autoraf – Merlot 

Clear, dark ruby red, bright with purple reflections. Intense, complex forest berries 
flavors (cherries, blackberries and blueberries) and licorice. Consistent, balanced, with 
soft tannins, shades of vanilla and dark chocolate, with a long aftertaste. Aged in large 
old oak barrels for 2 years.

Cricova – Cabernet Sauvignon Prestige 

This full body Cabernet Sauvignon is distinguished by its gorgeous pomegranate color, 
rich perfectly-balanced bouquet with almond and violet aromas and full, velveteen 
taste, with vivid prunes and cherry pit tints. Aged for 12 months in oak barrels.

“D” – Akhasheni Semi-Sweet 

A naturally semi-sweet wine made from the Saperavi grape variety. Akhasheni 
appellation of the Gurdzhanni district of Kakheti, Georgia. Dark pomegranate color, 
pleasant notes of dark fruit and light spice with harmonious velvety taste.

Gitana – Saperavi 

Intense dark purple to black color. Aromas of red fruits with a strong minerality.  
A strong and complex taste with creamy notes as a result of the malolactic 
fermentation in clay amphoras.

“D” – Kindzmarauli 

This wonderful dark red wine is medium sweet and silky on the pallet. Notes of cherry, 
blackberry and prune are evident. The wine’s natural sweetness is nicely balanced by its 
acidity.  It is clean, fresh and complex with a long finish.

$22 $38 $12

$18 $34 $10

$15 $28 $8

$25 $45 —

$19 $35 —



Red Wine

“D” – Mukuzani 

Mukuzani has a deep red color with a soft smoky scent of oak and berry. Mukuzani has 
more complexity than the other wines made from Saperavi grapes. It goes particularly 
well with steaks and dark meats.

Gitana Autograf – Cabernet Sauvignon  

The Cabernet is rich in flavors, dominated by blackberries and morocco. Full body, 
balanced, with strong tinge of black and red currant, with notes of black pepper,  
strong tannins and well-tempered astringency.  Aged in large old oak barrels  
for 2 years.

“D” – Alazanis Valley Red Semisweet 

Alazanis Valley is a red semisweet wine made from a blend of Saperavi, Alexandrouli, 
Mujuretuli and Ojaleshi grapes from the Kakheti region of the Republic of Georgia.  
It exhibits complex fruity flavors that perfectly complements spicier foods.

$15 $28 —

$20 $38 —

$15 $28 $8

Red Wine

Purcari – Negru de Purcari 

Negru de Purcari is the king of red wines – noble, with a rich structure and a perfect 
bouquet. The scarlet red color is characterized by a complex and intense bouquet, with 
notes of sweet fruits – ripe plums and figs – which develop over time, coupled in the 
end with fine flavors of spices and saffron. Deep and velvety taste reminds of the same 
fruit flavor with ample hints of delicate tannins and a long sensual aftertaste. Aged for 
18 months in French oak barriques.

Purcari – Rara Neagră de Purcari 

Rara Neagră de Purcari is an escape from everyday life – an explosion of grace and 
elegance embodied in wine. The ruby color, with a pomegranate accent is accompanied 
by a complex aroma with accents of chocolate and plum. The full taste, velvety with 
hints of dried fruits and vanilla comes smoothly into a fine oak aftertaste.

Fautor – Cabernet Sauvignon/Feteasca Neagra 

A wine of intense pomegranate color, with complex flavors of blackcurrant, dried plums 
and notes of freshly ground pepper. It has a delicate rich taste with intense and well-
structured tannins and cherry shades. 

“D” – Saperavi 

From the Republic of Georgia, this wine has a deep ruby red color, good depth  
and complexity with authentic local character. There are hints of coffee, cinnamon  
and vanilla overlaying black fruit.

Cricova Orasul Subteran – Feteasca Neagra 

This wine is produced from an indigenous variety that fully reflects the legendary 
nobility of Moldovan viticulture.  Spices, vanilla and black berries on the nose.  
Consistent, vigorous, medium tannins. The wine is rich in taste and surpasses the 
complexity of the grapes, leaving it uncovered in the multitude of flavors.

$32 $55 —

$23 $40 —

$15 $28 $8

$15 $28 $8

$13 $24 $7



White & Rose Wine

Kazayak – Viorica  

This wine is made from VIORICA grapes, an indigenous variety to Moldova. It is 
distinguished by an expressive and intense aromatic bouquet, reminiscent of wild 
flowers and sweet fruits. It has a rich and intense taste, medium body, and an  
elegant aftertaste of fresh grapes.

Gogu – Blanc de Merlot 

This wine is an experiment by the winemaker Ilie Gogu – and he definitely did it 
Fantastically. For the first time he produced a white wine from red grape variety.  
Crystal clear, transparent with a nice light reflection.  Fruity, flowery, spicy.  
Fresh, smooth aromatic with a long pleasant aftertaste.

Kazayak – Feteasca Regala  

This wine is made from Feteasca Regala, an indigenous variety to Moldova.  
Elegant floral flavors and noes of yellow fruits. Fresh, balanced, taste with  
nice minerality. 

Taking Root – Blanc de Cabernet 

For many of you a “first” – pure white wine (not pink – white!) made from the red 
Cabernet Sauvignon grape, and the results are pretty compelling! The aromas have 
some of Sauvignon Blanc’s grapefruit and grass notes but the wine’s texture is more 
like Albarino (mineral, sleek) and the flavors of creamy sweet strawberry, pineapple 
and banana pith suggest something like Verdejo. There’s a snap of jalapeño-like herb 
on the back, but overall this is nicely cream and fruity and bright. 

Fautor 310 Altitude – Sauvignon Blanc/Aligote 

A blend of two varieties, initially dominated by fine floral aromas, then opens up in 
perfumes of lemon and pear. The taste reveals sensation of white fruits with perfectly 
balanced acidity.

$13 $24 $7

$19 $35 —

$13 $24 —

$15 $28 $8

$15 $28 —

White & Rose Wine

“D” – Alazanis Valley White Semisweet 

Alazanis Valley White is a semi-sweet white wine made from a perfect blend of 
Rkatsiteli, Rachuli Tetra, and Tsolikauri grape varieties. Showing a buttery straw 
color, the nose reveals a sweet fruitiness. Alazanis Valley White has a unique delicate 
fruity flavor featuring sweet fruit with a crisp, fresh finish. Compliments fish dishes, 
mushrooms and cheese.

Fautor 310 Altitude – Rose Merlot/Feteasca Neagra 

Being of a beautiful, elegant pink color, the wine delivers a special delight  
and maximum freshness. Intense flavors of strawberries, blackberries, cornelian 
cherries and raspberries are enriched by mineral, fruity and well-balanced taste.

Purcari – Alb de Purcari 

A full body white made from Chardonnay, Pinot Grigio and Pinot Blanc – a sensual, 
slightly velvety experience that seduces your senses like the first love. With a beautiful 
light golden color, the wine has a complex aroma of sweet fruits, with an aftertaste of 
fine honey notes with spices. The full fruity taste is balanced with ample but delicate 
accents of oak. The acidity is well defined and extends the remarkable aftertaste.   
Aged for 6 months in French oak barriques.

 “D” – Tsinandali 

Tsinandali white is wine is made from a blend if Rkatsiteli and Mtsvane grapes. It comes 
from the Telavi and Kvareli area of Kakheti. The wine is mature for two to three years to 
bring out its full flavor and nose. Tsinandali has a pale golden color and light body.  
The flavor is light, but not dull with the tones of apple. 

Castel MIMI – Feteasca Alba 

An indigenous Moldovan grape varietal, Feteasca Alba is an easy and elegant wine that 
at first expresses its nuances of citrus aromas, then gradually opens to fresh notes of a 
pleasantly fragrant apricot taste, with a discreet acidity.

$15 $28 $8

$15 $28 $8

$23 $40 —

$15 $28 $8

$18 $32 $10



Sparkling Wine

Cricova – Sparkling Brut 

Nicely balanced taste and rich flowery bouquet with delicate aromas. The sparkling 
wine has subtle flavors of sun-flower, completed by its delicate taste, perfect 
equilibrated and fresh, with accents of honey lime and willow.

Sovetskoe – Semi-Sweet Sparkling 

Straw colored with delightful nose of peach, apples and minerals. Refreshingly sweet 
with fragrant aromas.

Cricova – Rose Semisweet Sparkling 

Made from Pinot Noir and Chardonnay, the wine displays all the features of a 
quality Charmat: a strong fruitiness and a fine balance and perlage.  The sparkling is 
distinguished through its elegant pink color and a fine harmonious bouquet , with a 
taste of blackberries, black currant and raspberry, perfectly complemented with the 
extractive flavors with dominant accents of rose petal jam. 

Cricova – Crisecco Brut 

Crisecco Brut is a sparkling wine produced in Charmat method from Feteasca Alba, 
indigenous grape of Moldova. Complex floral bouquet, along with notes of peach, apple 
and pear, is perfectly balanced with crisp accents of citrus fruits. Elegant fresh taste 
with silky texture and long finish. 

$22 $7

$24 $8

$22 —

$25 —

Sparkling Wine

Cricova – Rose Brut Sparkling 

Produced using the secondary fermentation and further maturation in the bottle.  
It is distinguished by its elegant pink color and its fine bouquet, developed with subtle 
flavors of strawberries, wild flowers and gooseberry, nuanced by citrus and vegetal 
notes and completed harmonious by its full, equilibrated and soft taste.

Cricova – Muscat Semisweet Sparkling 

Due to the peculiarities of the Muscat grape, this sparkling wine gains a special aroma 
fresh fruits and citrus fruits, with gentle notes of roasted almonds.  The intense amber 
color is the continuity of the yellow in the freshly picked grape berry, and due to its 
compound structure and developed bouquet, the wine could be a perfect match for  
any desert.

Sovetskoe – Semi-Dry Sparkling 

This is well balanced, harmonious sparkling wine from selected Riesling, Aligote, 
Chardonnay and Pinot Gris. The color of wine is golden. The wine is fresh, well balances 
with fruity flavor aroma.

$30 —

$22 $7

$24 $8

Some of Moldova’s main attractions also 
serve as evidence of Moldova being a true 

wine country. 

Moldova is in the Guinness Book of Records 
for the biggest wine collection in the world, 

consisting of almost 2 million bottles.

Today Moldova has the largest density 
of vineyards in the world.



Sweet Dessert Wine

Cricova – Muscat Semi Sweet 

Light, smooth and fresh, not overly sweet, being remarkable for its peculiar bouquet. 
The wine shall fully reveal its qualities when served cold, at 10-12 °C.

Cricova – Cabernet Sauvignon Semi Sweet 

This wine is especially famous for its dark ruby color and its suave bouquet with  
light nuances of almonds, vanilla and violets. The wine’s fresh taste is full, velvety  
and smooth.

Cricova – Merlot Semi Sweet 

The ruby color and the delicate bouquet of fruits and almonds with tones of sour cherry 
make this wine special. The fresh taste of the wine is full, velvety and pleasant.

Cricova – Patriarh Fortified (Kagor) 

Red quality desert fortified wine, made from Cabernet Sauvignon grape.  The termo-
maceration takes place at +70°C, followed by the fortification with brandy, and 
maturation of up to 3 years. It features a rich bouquet developed with notes of violet, 
almond, velvety flavor of chocolate, smoke and prunes typical for this kind of wine.

Glintwein – Alpine Mulled Wine 

Served hot or iced (summer). This unique beverage is made from high quality red 
sweet wine using a special technology by infusing the wines with cloves, cinnamon, 
black pepper, allspice, marjoram, tutsan, hawthorn, rose hips, and black chokeberry. 
This drink has complex rich flavor with hints of herbs, fruits and spices. It can be served 
at a room temperature or heated to 160F.

(5 oz)

(3 oz)

House Wine

Chateau Vartely – Sauvignon Blanc 

Sauvignon Blanc is a rich wine, characterized by an intense and iridescent yellow-
green, complemented by bouquet of fresh and delicious flavors of black currant  
leaves and citrus notes. Its flavor is dominated by fine nuances of citrus, ensuring  
long-playing freshness.

Chateau Vartely – Chardonnay 

Chardonnay is a visually crystal clear wine, with expressive straw-yellow and delicate 
greenish tint. Its complex aromas captivate you with thin barberry and citrus fruits 
notes. It has a fresh, full and harmonious taste, in which balanced acidity and  
caramel shades are in a perfect balance.

Chateau Vartely – Cabernet Sauvignon 

This expressive wine is characterized by a rich and intense ruby color with fine bronze 
shades. It’s full, harmonious, balanced, pleasantly tart taste is characterized by rich  
and complex aromas of black currant, and the pronounced tannins endow the wine 
with fine-textured personality.

Chateau Vartely – Merlot 

Merlot is an expressive wine with a rich and shiny ruby color and a mysterious  
tint. It has a full, mellow, pleasantly astringent taste with velvety tannins, with  
a predominance of complex aromas of black currant, black cherry, blackberry  
and dark chocolate.

$10 $18 $6

$10 $18 $6

$10 $18 $6

$10 $18 $6

$13 $24 $7

$13 $24 —

$13 $24 $7

$7

$6
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Hard Liquor 
& Cocktails

Brandy

Kvint – VSOP Brandy 

Aged 5 years. It is wmade by blending process from our own high quality eaux-de-vie 
aged in oak barrels for not less than 5 years. It features golden-amber color, fine aroma, 
soft and harmonious taste with light floral tones. 

Diamond – Five Star Brandy  

Fruity, sherry notes, black pepper, tobacco and a mild, slightly hot or warming finish.  
Much like an Armanac. An amber/gold color leaves a thin coat and long legs on swirling.

Kvint – XO Surprise Elite Collection Brandy 

Surprise Elite Collection aged 10. Classical production process from  high quality eaux-
de-vie spirits. Each of these features peculiar, inimitable aromas combined with light 
floral and vanilla tones.

Diamond – VSOP Brandy 

Apricots, vanilla, caramel, and oily nuts with some oak. It has a sweet almost sherry  
or jam like. A very distinctive, heavy nose. Attractive red/gold color, leaves a thin  
coat on swirling. Sweet and thick, with intense dark fruits, notes of vanilla  
and a very smooth finish. 

Kvint – XO  Brandy 

Aged 10 years. Aged in oak barrels according to traditional production process our own 
eaux-de-vie spirits feature distinctive taste and aroma tones. By the blending process 
we create the unique brandy of bright golden-amber color, with typical floral and fruit 
hints, chocolate notes and mellow harmonious taste.

$5 $15

$5.5 $16

$8 $24

$6 $18

$7 $21

1.5 oz
6 oz



Hard Liquor

Suerte Blanco – Tequila

Nice, light, simple, soft, clean and flavorful tequila, with definite citrus, fruit and agave 
sweet notes up front along with an earthy and stone like quality.

Boxer – Gin

A citrus with lemon, orange and bergamot zests aroma, very pronounced fresh juniper, 
eucalyptus, earthy chocolate. The taste explodes with flavor, initial juniper hit with 
candied orange peel, clean bergamot and pine. Aftertaste is very dry, cracked black 
pepper and tea.

Redwood Empire – Whiskey

American whiskey, complex blend consisting of 60% rye and 40% bourbon, a portion 
of which has been furthered matured in casks of port wine and casks of California 
chardonnay, zinfandel and other red wines.

Howler Head Banana Bourbon – Whiskey 

Blended with the finest kentucky straight bourbon whiskey. A kick of oak, a whirl of 
sweetness, and some straight–from–the–jungle bananarama goodness.  

Straight Vodka
Very clean, very neutral - perfect for your own infusions and cocktails.

Sue-E Bacon Vodka
A combination of infused spirit and cooked bacon that been distilled to 
make a true bacon flavored vodka.

Cucumber Lime Vodka
Fresh sliced cucumbers and lime zest are infused in a neutral spirit.  
They are then distilled and proofed to make a cucumber lime vodka.  
No extracts or no additives. Proudly crafted in Plymouth, MA.

Clementine Vodka
Clear and Crisp, made with the peels of fresh clementine oranges which are 
infused then distilled, providing the uniquely clear and refreshing flavor.

$6 $18

$6.5 $19.5

$6 $18

$5 $15

Hard Liquor

Zernoff – Vodka 

The production of Zernoff vodka uses an innovative technology based on the infusion 
of germinated cereal grains – oats, barley, rice, wheat, and rye. It’s so smooth you can 
create a perfect cocktail or drink it straight.

President – Vodka 

High-quality premium vodka “President” is made in Lviv - a city with ancient European 
history, culture and factory manufacturing tradition of high-quality alcoholic drinks 
production since 1782!

Dirty Water Distillery – Velnias Honey Liquor

Traditional Lithuanian Honey Liquor (Krupnikas). it’s devilishly good. Drink it straight,  
mix it in some hot cider - this liquor is sweet and warm, perfect for a chilly evening  
with friends.

$4 $12

$4.5 $14

$8.5 $30

1.5 oz
6 oz

$5 $16

$5 $15

— $18

1.5 oz
6 oz



Cocktails

Mojito

White rum, lime juice, sugar, muddled mint, topped with seltzer

Siberian Spring

Champagne, rainforest mint syrup, elderberry liquor, coconut cream,  
lime zest

Red Square

Whiskey, raspberry syrup, mint syrup, topped with seltzer

$8

$10

$10

$12

$9

$12

$15

$12

Cocktails

Cosmopolitan  

Clementine vodka, cranberry juice, Cointreau, lime juice

Pomegranate Margarita

Tequila, Cointreau, pomegranate juice, lime juice

Moscow Mule

Ginger beer, clementine vodka, lime juice

Pineapple Vanilla Martini

Gin, dry Vermouth, pineapple juice , vanilla cream syrup

Bloody Mary

Bacon flavored vodka, tomato juice, tabasco, worcestershire sauce,  
basil pesto, salt, pepper, paprika



The Country Platter
A wholesome collection of premium bacon, 
homemade toasted rye bread, mini pickles, 
spicy beet horseradish topping and “salo”  
(national Ukrainian pork spreading w/ garlic)

The Shepard’s Plate
A selected collection of hunting sausages, 
homemade salty nuts, national Armenian  
smoked cheese “Chechil” and chips. 

The Royal Platter
A delicious collection of dark and light grapes, 
assorted cheeses with crunchy crackers, and green 
olives that will leave you feeling like royalty!

Pub Platters $28.95 (Half Portion $17.45)

Fish Crostinis — $17.65
(half portion $9.85, 1 / extra $2.75 ea.) 
+$1 extra caviar
· Red caviar  · Sprats
· Smoked salmon · Herring with marinated red onions

Savory Fried 
Farm Cheese Balls 
14 for $15.25 | 7 for $8.75
Made with cheddar cheese and bacon or dill with garlic.  
Served with ketchup and our delicious white garlic sauce.

“Shuba” Salad — $5.95
A layered vegetable and herring fish salad.


